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Summary

To study regulation of (5-crystallin expression during
ontogeny, we transferred the gene from chicken into
developing mouse embryos by first transforming an
embryonic stem (ES) cell line of mouse and then
producing chimaeric embryos by combining them
with normal mouse embryos. Using this technique,
genes were transferred into a variety of developing
mouse tissues with high efficiency. Two <5-crystallin
gene constructs were used: the wild-type gene with
2200 bp of the 5' flanking sequence, shown to be lensspecific in an assay using cultured mouse cells, and a
mutant gene with 51 bp of the 5' flanking sequence,
lacking the sequence required for expression in lens
cells. Five independent lines carrying the former and
two lines carrying the latter were employed in producing chimaeras. In the chimaeric embryos having the
wild-type gene, 6-crystallin was expressed in the lens

and in specific regions of the primitive central nervous
system (CNS) as is seen in embryonic expression in the
chicken. In adult mouse chimaeras also, expression
was restricted to the lens and the CNS, in the
pyramidal neurones of the piriform cortex and the
hippocampus. 6-crystallin expression in these tissues
is due to proper transcriptional regulation, since no
expression was observed when chimaeras were produced with the ES lines carrying the mutant gene. The
experimental results reported here demonstrate the
advantage of ES-cell-mediated gene transfer in the
study of embryonic gene regulation, because a number
of gene constructs and chromosomal sites can be
analysed shortly after embryo manipulation without
requiring gene transmission to the next generation.

Introduction

analysed the developmental regulation of the chicken
6-crystallin gene after its transfer into mouse embryos.
(5-crystallin is a major lens protein of avians and is
the first of the lens-specific proteins detectable in lens
differentiation (Clayton, 1974; Piatigorsky, 1984).
Although (5-crystallin is highly lens-specific in
chicken, its expression at lower levels is detectable in
certain embryonic tissues, e.g. in the adenohypophysis (Barabanov, 1977; Ueda & Okada, 1986) and in a
particular population of the cells in the CNS (Takagi,
1986; this paper).

Embryonic stem (ES) cell lines, established from
early mouse embryos, participate with high efficiency
in embryogenesis when combined with normal embryos to form chimaeras (Robertson et al. 1983;
Bradley etal. 1984; Bradley & Robertson, 1986). This
efficiency is maintained even after ES cells have been
manipulated for purposes of gene transfer (Evans et
al. 1985; Stewart et al. 1985; Wagner et al. 1985),
providing an excellent vehicle for gene transfer into
developing mouse embryos. In this paper, we have
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To analyse the mechanism of tissue-specific regulation of the (5-crystallin gene, we transferred the
cloned gene into mouse cells in primary culture and
demonstrated that it was expressed, albeit transiently
(Kondoh et al. 1986, for review). 6-crystallin is totally
missing in the mouse, and hence we can detect
exogenous 6-crystallin expression without putting any
molecular tag on the gene. The mouse cells correctly
regulate expression of the chicken gene to achieve a
high preference for lens cells and a high level of
expression in the lens (Kondoh et al. 1983; Hayashi et
al. 1985; Kondoh & Okada, 1986). We were able to
delimit the 5' end region of the 6-crystallin gene
required for expression in the lens to 81 bp upstream
from the transcriptional initiation site. The lensspecific expression of the chicken (5-crystallin gene in
mouse tissues was also confirmed in two of the
transgenic mice sacrificed in the first generation
(Kondoh et al. 1987). However, these analyses did not
provide information concerning (5-crystallin regulation associated with embryogenesis. Thus we
attempted to introduce the chicken gene into developing mouse embryos by taking advantage of ES-cellmediated gene transfer, asking (1) to what extent was
(5-crystallin expression tissue-specific in the mouse
embryo?; (2) was (5-crystallin expression turned on
with lens differentiation?; (3) was there any regional
specificity of 5-crystallin expression in the lens?; (4)
was the nonlenticular type of (5-crystallin expression
reproduced in mouse embryos? and (5) was the
expression dependent on the same 5' flanking sequence required for transient expression in primary
culture?
The results reported here demonstrate a high
degree of conservation in embryonic gene regulation
between mouse and chicken as far as <5-crystallin
expression is concerned. This and related work done
on human arl(II) collagen gene by Lovell-Badge etal.
(1987) represent the earliest accomplishments in developing a long-awaited experimental system for the
investigation of gene regulation during embryogenesis.

Materials and methods
Plasmids
p(5ClD (17-7 kb long, Fig. 1), was made by placing a G418resistant gene STneo in a pAT153-based (5-crystallin genecarrying plasmid, p(5ClB (Kondoh et al. 1984) at 1 kb 3' of
the (5-crystallin gene where a Xhol linker was inserted.
STneo (Katoh et al. 1987) was constructed by modifying the
promoter region of SV2neo (Southern & Berg, 1982) to
SV40-HSVtk composite promoter according to Nicolas &
Berg (1983). STneo does not confer kanamycin resistance
to E. coli.

Cell culture and gene transfer
ES line CP1 was provided by M. J. Evans (University of
Cambridge, UK) at passage 9, and cultured on feeder STO
according to the protocol described in Hogan et al. (1986).
CP1 at passage 13 was fused with protoplasts of p^ClDcarrying E. coli DH-1 according to Sandri-Goldin et al.
(1981) and cultured on feeder STO/pSV2neo which was
made by transfecting STO with pSV2neo (Southern &
Berg, 1982). For the initial two days following protoplast
fusion, the culture medium contained lOO^gmg"' kanamycin, then 0-4mgml~' G418 was added. After 3 days in
G418-supplemented medium, the cells were transferred
onto fresh feeder cells and cultured further in the presence
of G418. Distinct G418-resistant colonies were picked and
cloned 15 days after fusion.
Production of chimaeric embryos
Expanded blastocysts were collected 3-5 days p.c. from
superovulated (C57BL/6xC3H) F, female mice mated
with C57BL/6 or C3H males. The transformed ES cells, at
total passages of 20-26 from the establishment of CP1,
were injected into the blastocysts and the blastocysts were
transferred to the uteri of ICR foster mothers according to
Hogan et al. (1986). The chimaerism was assessed by GPI
isozyme analysis according to Hanaoka et al. (1986).
Production of solid tumours
To obtain solid tumour masses with differentiated tissues,
129/Sv mice were injected i.p. with approx. 108 ES cells at
total passages 18-22. The growing solid tumours were
recovered after 20 days.
Immunohistology
Embryos were fixed with Carnoy's fixative or with 4 %
paraformaldehyde in saline, embedded in paraffin and
sectioned at a thickness of 5ftm. The sections were stained
for (5-crystallin by the PAP technique using anti-5-crystallin
antibodies raised in a rabbit as primary antibodies (Kondoh
etal. 1983,1984). Sections were counterstained with haematoxylin.
Blotting techniques
Southern blot analysis of 5-crystallin gene sequences,
Northern blot analysis of (5-crystallin transcripts and Western blot analysis of d-crystallin in immunoprecipitates of
tissue extracts were performed as described in Kondoh etal.
(1987).
Results
Transformation of ES CP1 with pdCID
We used the ES lines CP1 derived from a 129 male
mouse embryo (Bradley et al. 1984) for transformation with the chicken 6-crystallin gene. The <5crystallin gene and the G-418-selectable gene STneo
were put together on a bacterial plasmid pdCID
(Fig. 1A) and transferred by protoplast fusion
(Schaffner, 1980; Sandri-Goldin et al. 1981) to CP1
cells grown on the G418-resistant feeder fibroblast

d-crystallin expression in chimaeric mouse embryos
STO/pSV2neo. After selection in medium containing
G418 for two weeks, resistant colonies developed at
frequencies of 1-5 per 105 fused ES cells.
Five ES clones carrying the 'wild-type' 5-crystallin
gene with 2-2 kb of the upstream sequence (CP5-1 to
-5), and two clones carrying a deletion mutant gene
with only 51 bp of the 5' flanking sequence (CP6-6
and -7) were established. The latter gene is defective
in d-crystallin expression in lens epithelial cells in a
transient expression assay (Hayashi et al. 1985).
Southern blot analysis indicated that these G418resistant clones contain 2-20 copies of the 5-crystallin
genes per diploid mouse genome and often have
rearrangements in the STneo-vector region represented by the 5-5 kb EcoKl fragment (Fig. IB). The
E. coli chromosomal DNA sequence was not detected
by Southern blotting using a /acZ probe (data not
shown). The integration patterns of p<5ClD DNA
were stable through several passages in a nonselective
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medium. In culture, ES cells did not express 6crystallin in any of the clones as examined by immunohistology and Western blotting. Three cell lines
(CP6-1, -2 and -5) were karyotyped and showed 40
chromosomes in approx. 60 % and 39 chromosomes
in approx. 25 % of the cell population. In many of the
chromosome spreads, a condensed Y chromosome
was recognized.
Chimaeric embryos made by injection of transformed
ES cells into normal mouse embryos
<5-crystallin-carrying ES cells, CP<5-1 to -7, were
injected into blastocysts, and the embryos were
allowed to develop in the uteri of foster mothers. The
embryos were usually analysed at the 11- to 16-day
stage equivalent of normal embryogenesis (Theiler,
1972), at which time lens differentiation and lens
development proceed.
Each embryo was dissected and the tissues were
analysed for GPI isozymes to assess chimaerism: ES
cells carried GPI-1A while recipient embryos carried
GPI-1B. As summarized in Table 1, more than half of
the embryos implanted and developed were chimaeric in many of the tissues. They were morphologically normal. As shown in a GPI-zymogram of tissues
from a typical chimaeric embryo (Fig. 2A), ES cells
contributed to a substantial fraction of many tissues,
sometimes exceeding that of the host embryo.
The presence of GPI-1A activity was always associated with p<5ClD sequences characteristic of the
Fig. 1. (A) Structure of p<5ClD carrying the 'wild-type'
<5-crystallin gene with 2200bp of 5' flanking sequence.
The —51 mutant plasmid differs only in that the 5'
flanking sequence is 51 bp long. Boxes indicate DNA
sequences of animal and viral origin, and the lines
prokaryotic DNA sequences. Filled boxes indicate
(5-crystallin gene exons, open boxes noncoding chicken
DNA, hatched boxes SV40 DNA and the dotted box
herpes simplex virus DNA. Transcriptional units of the
(5-crystallin gene (<5-CRY) and the STneo gene conferring
G418-resistance (G418r) are indicated by arrows. The
tetracycline-resistance gene (TET1) was used to maintain
the plasmid in E. coli cells. Relevant restriction sites,
EcoRI (E) and Xhol (X) are indicated. (B) Southern blot
hybridization of DNAs from transformed ES lines. DNAs
of chicken (3 fig), and ES lines CP5-1 (5 fig), CP(5-2
(lfig), CP.5-3 (10fig), CP(5-4 (10fig), CP.5-5 (10fig) and
CP1 (10 fig) grown in culture were digested with Eco RI
and analysed using a nick-translated p<5ClD probe.
Digestion of pdCID with £coRI generates 7-6, 5-5, 4-0
and 0-8 kb fragments as indicated by arrows with sizes in
kb. Lanes for CP<5-2 and -5 are from a separate filter
blot. DNA of the feeder, mitomycin C-treated
STO/pSV2neo, was negligible in the preparations since
DNA of CP1 cultured on the same feeder did not show
the 5-5 kb Eco RI band of pSV2neo. Digestion of chicken
DNA generates 11-1, 10-0, 8-0, 7-6, 5-0, 4-0 and 3-0kb
hybridizing bands.
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Table 1. Distribution of ES-derived cells in the chimaeric embryos and mice
Frequency of tissue chimaensm in chimaeras (no. chimaeric/no. examined)
Chimaeras among
developed animalst

Cell line
(gene copies)*

40/79
8/9
19/54
8/11
5/12
35/57
2/11
6/29
2/4

CP<5-1 (8)
CP<5-2 (20)
CP<5-3 (2)
CP6-4 (8)
CP<5-5 (2)
CP<5-6 (14)
CP<5-7 (2)

(E)
(A)
(E)
(E)
(E)
(E)
(E)
(E)
(A)

Lens

Brain

Lung

Heart

Liver

4/4$

8/11

7/14

9/13

5/8

3/8

4/5
5/8

19/23

2/8

6/8

4/8

0/2

6/11

13/19

13/17

Kidney Gonad

4/4

2/3
2/4

1/1
3/3

1/2

0/2

2/2

1/2

2/2

3/6
2/2

4/6
2/2

6/6
1/2

6/6

5/6
2/2

21/23

Yolk
Tail

sac

4/5
8/8

7/17

8/8

13/17
0/2§
11/18

31/31
8/18

4/11

8/19

2/3

7/8

6/8

4/8

16/29

2/4

5/5

8/8

13/19

19/27

13/19

0/2

1/2

1/1
5/6
2/2

2/2

4/4

17/27

Limb
(leg)

2/4

* Copies of exogenous (5-crystallin genes per diploid mouse genome estimated by Southern blot analysis.
t Assessed by the presence of GPI-1A isozyme activity in at least one tissue. Since not all tissues were examined, the frequencies are
underestimated. (E) and (A) indicate embryos and adults, respectively.
X Whole eyeballs rather than lenses were analysed.
§Testes.
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transformant ES line, as analysed by Southern blotting (Fig. 2B,C), indicating the stability of the exogenous DNA sequences during the development of
the chimaeric embryos. However, the activity of
neomycin phosphotransferase coded by STneo was
not detectable in the tissue extracts of the chimaeric
embryos under conditions where the activity in the
transformed ES cells in culture was demonstrated
(data not shown).
6-crystallin expression in the chimaeric embryos

1 2

3

4

2

3

4

B
Fig. 2. Analysis of chimaensm in ES-injected embryos.
(A) GPI-analysis of various tissues of a 14-day chimaeric
embryo, a and b with arrows indicate GPI-1A and
GPI-1B activities representing ES- and host-derived cells,
respectively, and a+b indicates a reference sample.
(B,C) Comparison of GPI-zymogram (B) and Southern
blot (C) of liver samples of the same chimaeric embryos.
The embryos 1-4 were produced by injection of CP<5-1
and were chimaeric in a limb. In B, GPI activities of ES
cells and host embryo are indicated by a and b,
respectively, and in C, positions of 7-6, 5-5 and 4-0 kb
hybridizing bands characteristic of p<5ClD sequences in
CP6-1 are indicated by arrows. Note that presence of
GPI-1A activity is accompanied by p<5ClD sequences.

We first studied 6-crystallin expression in tissues of
the chimaeric embryos by staining the histological
sections with <5-crystallin-specific antibodies. Lenses
were examined without necessarily analysing GPI.
Among the various tissues examined, only two
showed positive staining, lens (Fig. 3) and specific
regions of the primitive CNS including brain and
spinal cord (Fig. 4). The staining was confirmed to be
specific, since preabsorption of the primary antibodies with purified 6-crystallin totally abolished the
staining.
6-crystallin expression in the lens was observed
with all five cell lines, CP6-1 to -5, carrying the wildtype 6-crystallin gene (Table 2). In a total of 27
chimaeric embryos examined for 5-crystallin expression, as many as 20 showed 6-crystallin expression in the lens. By contrast, eight chimaeras
carrying the -51 mutant gene failed to show any 6crystallin. In many of the positive samples, 6-crystallin expression was observed in both lenses as in
Fig. 3A. The rest of the negative samples presumably
represent cases where the ES cells make no contribution, considering the frequency of chimaerism in
other tissues (Table 1). 6-crystallin-expressing cells

5-crystallin expression in chimaeric mouse embryos
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Fig. 3. Expression of 6-crystallin in the lens of chimaeric mouse embryos. (A) A section of a 14-day embryo showing
both eyes immunohistologically stained for (5-crystallin. The lens at the left was sectioned parallel to the direction of the
fibres while the lens at the right was sectioned transversely. (5-crystallin was expressed in the lens fibres but not in other
tissues. (B) A section of an eye of a 16-day embryo. 5-crystallin was expressed in the equatorial region where lens
epithelium is transforming into cortical fibres. (C) A section of a 12-day embryo showing a lens vesicle with (5-crystallinexpressing cells. (D) A lens of a 3-5-day chicken embryo. All epithelial and fibre cells express (5-crystallin. Bar, 200nm.
were detectable in the lens from the optic vesicle
stage (Fig. 3C) to later stages (Fig. 3B). The expressing cells were located in both the epithelial layer and
the fibre mass, and their distribution varied from one
embryo to the next without systematic correlation
with the ES line or the developmental stage. There
was a tendency for the expressing cells to form very
loose clusters in a lens, but the cells seldom showed
tight associations. We estimate that 0-1-5% of the
lens cells expressed 5-crystallin. This cell population
probably represents a much smaller fraction than that
of the 5-crystallin gene-carrying cells in a lens, as
estimated from some lens samples and from chimaerism in other tissues. In the chicken lens, however, all
lens cells are engaged in 5-crystallin expression
(Fig. 3D).
5-crystallin expression in the CNS, brain (Fig. 4D)
and spinal cord (Fig. 4A) occurred less frequently
(Table 2). The expression was detected only in chimaeras with two lines, CP5-1 and -3, and even in these

expression in the CNS was often undetectable. In
addition, the number of positive cells in an embryo
appears to be very small. 5-crystallin is also synthesized in the CNS of the chicken embryo, though at
a level three orders of magnitude lower than in the
lens, in specific regions of the brain and spinal cord
that form a pair of continuous bands located on the
ventral side of the system (Fig. 4C,F; K. Katoh,
unpublished result). The location of 5-crystallinexpressing cells in the spinal cord and brain of the
chimaeric embryos appears to coincide with that in
chicken embryos.
Expression in the embryonic CNS also appears to
be dependent on the normal 5' flanking sequence,
since no expression was observed in chimaeras with
CP5-6 and -7.
We analysed soluble extracts of the chimaeric
tissues for the presence of 5-crystallin. Soluble proteins were immunoprecipitated, then 5-crystallin in
the precipitates was detected by Western blotting.
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5-crystallin expression in chimaeric mouse embryos
Table 2. Expression of S-crystallin in tissues of
chimaeric embryos and mice
No. of
((5-crystallin gene)* examinedt
CP6-1 (W)
CP6-2 (W)
CP6-3 (W)
CP(5-4 (W)
CPS-5 (W)
CP6-6 (-51)
CP(5-7 (-51)

11 (E)
9 (A)
2(E)
3(E)
4(E)
7(E)
2(E)
6(E)
2 (A)

Number of chimaeras
with (5-crystallin expression in
Lens

CNS

Others

7
2$
1

0
0

3

5
5*
0
2

4

0

5

0

0
0

0§

0§

0

0§
0§

0§
0§

0
0

0
0

* (W) and (—51) indicate the 'wild-type' and the deletion
mutant genes with 2200 and 51 bp of 5' flanking sequence,
respectively.
t (E) and (A) indicate embryo and adult specimens,
respectively.
t Expression in these adult samples was correlated with
chimaerism of the tissue specimens. All negative cases were due
to the lack of contribution on the part of ES-derived cells in the
tissues as determined by GPI isozyme analysis.
§ Many of the tissue specimens were chimaeric as determined
by GPI isozyme analysis (see Table 1).

With this technique, whose lower limit of detection is
a few pg of 6-crystallin in a mg of soluble proteins, we
could demonstrate the presence of (5-crystallin in lens
but not in any other tissue (Fig. 5A). The negative
tissues included the neural tissues, supporting the
claim that (5-crystallin expression is lower than in the
lens. The average amount of (5-crystallin in the six
eyeballs in CP(5-5 chimaeras was 100 pg in 400 fig
soluble proteins (containing roughly 200/xg of lens
proteins). Analysis by Northern blotting of 5izg each
of poly(A) + cytoplasmic RNA of various tissues from
three frozen chimaeric embryos failed to detect 5crystallin transcripts.
Fig. 4. Expression of (5-crystallin in the CNS of the
chimaeric mouse embryos. (A) A section of spinal cord
of a 12-day chimaeric embryo stained
immunohistologically for (5-crystallin. The cell cluster
expressing (5-crystallin (arrow) is enlarged in B.
(C) Spinal cord of 3-5-day chicken embryo where
(5-crystallin-expressing cells form a pair of apparently
compartmentalized bands. (D) Forebrain (upper) and
hindbrain (lower) of the same embryo as A. Arrows
indicate clusters of (5-crystallin-expressing cells. One of
the clusters is enlarged in E. (F) Hindbrain of 3-5-day
chicken embryo. The (5-crystallin-positive bands of the
spinal cord (C) continue into the loose, (5-crystallinexpressing zones of the brain. Mouse specimens
(A,B,D,E) were fixed with Carnoy's and chicken
specimens (C,F) with paraformaldehyde. Bar, 200 jim for
A,C,D and F, and 55/xm for B and E.
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8-crystallin expression in adult chimaeric mice

We allowed some of the chimaeric fetuses carrying
CP5-1 and -7 cells to be born, and studied 5-crystallin
expression in adulthood. A biopsy of the tip of the tail
allowed four male and four female mice carrying
CP5-1, and two males carrying CP5-7 to be identified. GPI analysis of various organs in adulthood
demonstrated extensive chimaerism comparable to
embryos (Fig. 5B; Table 1). However, out of 64
offspring born from the cross between the chimaeric
males and GPI-lB-carrying females, none inherited
the GPI marker of the ES cells. Thus, CP5-1 cells did
not efficiently participate in spermatogenesis. In fact,
specimens of the testes of two mice were examined
and both were negative for GPI-IA (Table 1). Three
of the chimaeric females became pregnant, but miscarried.
A portion of the homogenate of each isolated lens
was studied for the presence of GPI-IA derived from
the ES cells. The lenses from two of the CP5-1- and
two of the CP(5-7-carrying mice were found to be
GPI-IA positive, and hence chimaeric. 5-crystallin
was detected in all four GPI-lA-positive lenses of
CP5-1 chimaeras (Fig. 5B) but not in those of CP5-7
chimaeras as examined by Western blotting. Of the
other chimaeric tissues examined by Western blotting, only cerebrum of CP(5-1 chimaeras contained
detectable amounts of 5-crystallin. Immunohistological analysis confirmed no 5-crystallin expression in
the tissues that appeared negative in the Western
blots.
In all five cases of the GPI-IA positive brains, 5crystallin was shown to be present, though the relative concentration was much lower than in the chimaeric lenses (Fig. 5B). Three hemispheres, whose
counterparts were chimaeric and 5-crystallin-positive, were immunohistologically analysed. All three
samples gave the same result. 5-crystallin expression
occurred in very limited parts of the cerebrum:
pyramidal neurones of the piriform cortex and the
hippocampus (Fig. 6). In the piriform cortex, 5crystallin-expressing pyramidal neurones were distributed throughout the area of the cortex and were
confined to the layer lib. In the hippocampus, 5crystallin expression was confined to the ventral side
of the midposterior region, both in CA1 and CA3
areas.
S-crystallin expression in teratomas

ES cells also develop teratomas consisting of welldifferentiated tissues in syngeneic host animals
(Evans & Kaufman, 1981; Martin, 1981). Histological
analysis of teratoma masses developed from CP5-1 to
-5 indicated that 5-crystallin was expressed in cell
types that never expressed 5-crystallin in embryo
chimaeras, e.g. endothelial cells of blood vessels,
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Fig. 5. Western blot analysis of 6-crystallin expression in chimaeric embryos (A) and mice (B). At the bottom of each
figure, GPI zymograms of the same tissues used for Western blot analysis are shown, in which a and b indicate activities
of GPI-1A and B, respectively. (A) The tissues of chimaeric 16-day embryos (with a GPI-lA-positive limb) and normal
embryos at the corresponding stage (•) were homogenized and clarified to give extracts containing the amounts of
proteins indicated in parentheses; eyeballs (O4mg) from three chimaeras, brain (0-4mg), liver (0-68mg) and a limb
(0-38 mg) of a chimaeric embryo, and eyeballs (018mg) and limbs (0-74 mg) of normal embryos. The extracts were
immunoprecipitated with anti-6-crystallin antibodies and analysed. Purified 6-crystallin (6) of the amount indicated was
immunoprecipitated for comparison. (B) Analysis of tissues of a chimaeric mouse (8 months) carried out as in A.
Right (R) and left (L) lenses (0-07 and 0-09 mg, respectively), nonchimaeric brain (•) (3mg), chimaeric brain (2-1 mg),
leg (0-48mg), heart (2-36mg), kidney (l-4mg), liver (7-8mg) and spleen (0-88mg).
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PIR

B
Fig. 6. Expression of 6-crystallin in the pyramidal neurones of chimaeric mice. (A,B) Sections of piriform cortex and
CA3 region, respectively, of cerebrum of a chimaeric mouse immunohistologically stained for 6-crystallin. The
photographs are oriented so that the ventral side is at the bottom. Bar, 100pm. (C) A diagram of a coronal section of
mouse cerebrum in which the locations of 6-crystallin-expressing neurones are indicated by large dots. PIR, piriform
cortex; CA1 and CA3, the areas of the hippocampus.
ciliated epithelia, myotubes, keratinocytes and
others. In all cases, 6-crystallin was expressed in a
subpopulation of the same type of differentiated cells.
Immunohistological screening of these 6-crystallinexpressing tissues for a mouse a'-crystallin was negative. Western blot analysis of teratomas of CP6-1 to -5
demonstrated the presence of the normal 6-crystallin

polypeptide (data not shown). These results on ESderived teratomas are essentially the same as those
for the gene-carrying embryonal carcinomas (Kondoh etal. 1984). Immunohistology of teratomas developed from CP6-6 and -7 did not show any 6-crystallinexpressing cells, indicating that expression depends
on the proper 5' flanking sequence.

d-crystallin expression in chimaeric mouse embryos
Discussion

In our previous studies, we introduced the chicken 6crystallin gene into primary-cultured mouse cells
(Kondoh et al. 1983; Hayashi et al. 1985; Kondoh &
Okada, 1986) and found basically lens-specific expression of the chicken <5-crystallin gene in the mouse
tissues. However, the specificity of expression was
leaky in that low expression was detectable in a
number of cell types and epidermal cells expressed 6crystallin at a remarkably high level (Kondoh &
Okada, 1986). In teratomas derived from 6-crystallin
gene-carrying EC cells, 6-crystallin expression also
took place in various nonlenticular tissues (Kondoh et
al. 1984).
In transgenic mice, whose pedigrees were terminated at the first generation, specificity of <5-crystallin
expression was more stringent and was confined to
the lens and the CNS (Kondoh etal. 1987). However,
the most interesting part of 6-crystallin regulation
occurs during the embryonic period and had not
hitherto been investigated. Thus, we introduced the
chicken 6-crystallin gene into developing mouse embryos using 6-crystallin gene-transformed ES cells.
In the chimaeric embryos formed with lines carrying the wild-type gene (CP6-1 to -5), 6-crystallin was
expressed exclusively in the lens and in the CNS. In
the lenses of chimaeric embryos, 6-crystallin expression was detectable starting from a primitive,
optic vesicle stage of lens differentiation. No regional
restriction of 6-crystallin expression seemed to be
present either in the epithelium or in fibres. Thus, the
exogenous 6-crystallin gene was apparently under the
same regulation as in the chicken embryonic lens. 6crystallin was also detected in lenses of adult chimaeric mice.
Expression in the brain and the spinal cord of the
chimaeric embryos was in good agreement with a
similar embryonic 6-crystallin expression in the
chicken, since the locations of the expressing cells
coincided. In the adult CNS, 6-crystallin was expressed in a group of pyramidal neurones of the
cerebrum, in the piriform cortex and on the ventral
side of a midposterior part of the hippocampus. A
preliminary survey of expression in the CNS in
chickens after hatching did not indicate 6-crystallin
expression. 6-crystallin expression in the embryonic
adenohypophysis (Barabanov, 1977; Ueda & Okada,
1986) was not reproduced in the chimaeric mouse
embryos. This could be due to the failure of the ES
cells to contribute to the adenohypophysis, or to the
difference in the mechanism of 6-crystallin expression
between the hypophysis and other tissues. •
It has not yet been established whether 6-crystallin
expression in the CNS of adult mouse chimaeras is
correlated with embryonic expression or how 6-
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crystallin expression is elicited in the pyramidal
neurones. In a previous study with transgenic mice,
we also observed expression in pyramidal neurones
(Kondoh et al. 1987). However, a difference in the
expression between transgenic and chimaeric mice
was that, in the former, 6-crystallin expression was
confined only to the anterior part of the piriform
cortex but, in the latter, expression was extended to
the whole area of piriform cortex and to a region of
the hippocampus. In establishing transformed ES
cells, we selected the chromosomal loci that allowed
high enough expression of exogenous genes for the
cells to acquire G418 resistance, while in producing
transgenic mice no such selection had been made.
This might account for the differences in the locations
where 6-crystallin is expressed in the chimaeric and
transgenic mice. It is intriguing to note that metallothionein-growth hormone fusion genes are also
expressed in the pyramidal neurones of the transgenic
mice, but the distribution was much wider in the
cerebrum (Swanson et al. 1985).
6-crystallin expression in the chimaeric embryos
and mice was thus highly tissue specific but occurred
at low levels in some of the cells expected to carry the
6-crystallin gene. It has been suggested that association of vector sequences with the gene interferes
with expression of the exogenous genes in various
ways (Chada et al. 1985; Townes et al. 1985). However, removal of vector sequences and gene transfer
using the electroporation technique (Potter et al.
1984) did not significantly alter the expression level or
specificity in chimaeric embryos (our unpublished
data).
Any kind of 6-crystallin expression in the chimaeras and teratomas was dependent on the 5' flanking
sequence, which was identified by the transient expression assay (Hayashi et al. 1985), demonstrating
that expression in the ES-derived tissues was due to
proper transcriptional regulation. Nevertheless, results varied considerably with regard to tissue specificity depending on the methods used to introduce
genes into tissues and the methods used to obtain
differentiated tissues. In the embryonic and adult
chimaeras as well as in the transgenic mice which we
studied previously (Kondoh et al. 1987), 6-crystallin
expression was strictly regulated and was confined to
the lens and the CNS. However, nonspecific 6crystallin expression occurs transiently after introduction into various primary-cultured mouse cells,
though its level is lower than in lens cells (Kondoh et
al. 1983; Kondoh & Okada, 1986). This difference in
the stringency of tissue specificity may be partly
ascribed to the extrachromosomal state of the exogenous gene copies during the transient expression
period (Hayashi etal. 1985). In teratomas developed
from the same transformed ES cells as used in
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chimaera production, expression of 5-crystallin in
aberrant tissues frequently occurred as was previously observed with EC cells (Kondoh et al. 1984).
The spectra of 6-crystallin-expression tissues were
not random among the transformed ES lines. The
mechanism of this kind of anomalous 6-crystallin
expression which occurred during cell differentiation
in teratomas is not known, but the phenomenon is
quite reminiscent of ectopic polypeptide synthesis
associated with various clinical tumours (for review,
see Baylin & Mendelsohn, 1980). One may speculate
that higher expression of a class of one genes than in
the ontogenic process causes the 'ectopic' 6-crystallin
expression in teratomas. Study of the anomalies in
gene expression in teratomas in turn will provide
clues to normal gene regulation.
The correct spatiotemporal regulation of the
chicken (5-crystallin gene in the mouse was rather
surprising in light of the fact that the 6-crystallin gene
and its flanking sequences are missing from the mouse
genome and are not homologous to those of other,
more universal, crystallins cloned thus far (Ohno et
al. 1985; Nickerson et al. 1985). It is possible that an
unidentified lens-specific gene is present in the mouse
which shares regulatory sequences with the (5-crystallin gene.
The use of EC or ES cells as vehicles of gene
transfer into animals has long been proposed, especially for the purpose of studying gene regulation
during cell differentiation (e.g. Pellicer et al. 1980;
Wagner & Mintz, 1982). However, introduction of
exogenous genes into the stem cells and then into
normal embryos has become successful only recently
(Evans et al. 1985; Lovell-Badge et al. 1985; Stewart et
al. 1985; Wagner et al. 1985), and there have been
only limited attempts to study developmentally regulated genes in the experimental chimaeras. The first
such study was made by Lovell-Badge et al. (1985),
who introduced the human ad(II) collagen gene into
ES cells and produced chimaeric embryos and mice.
It was found that the expression of the human
collagen gene was regulated in a spatial and temporal
manner which parallels that of the endogenous mouse
0-1(11) collagen gene (Lovell-Badge et al. 1987).
The chimaeras have the advantage that the majority of the embryos and animals produced carry
exogenous genes, because transformed ES cells are
selected first. The high efficiency of ES-mediated
gene transfer into developing mouse embryos renders
it especially suitable to test various gene constructs
and the chromosomal loci of gene integration for
their activities during embryogenesis. These analyses
are done shortly after embryo manipulation without
requiring gene transmission to the next generation.
ES-cell-mediated gene transfer is often regarded as
an alternative route of pronuclear DNA injection in

establishing transgenic mouse strains. However, the
experiment we report here emphasizes a different
aspect of the advantage of using the same technique.
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